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`“It does not require a majority to prevail, but rather an irate, tireless minority keen to 
set brush fires in people’s minds.” –Samuel Adams  

 Town Crier Committee Report       Vol. 5 No 05 

The Truth makes us free…We live in an Era of Lies  

 February 6, 2016 

Latest St. George 
Street Poll 

Post Iowa Pre New 
Hampshire 
Presidential Results 

 

Photos by TCC Staff 

St. Augustine Tea Party has been conducting polls in the historic district of St. Augustine, Florida for the past 
year. The demographics are national; the poll is a face-to-face random selection. On February 6, 2016, the 
public was asked to express their preference between Trump, Cruz and Rubio. Here are the results: 

 Donald Trump   43%                  

 Ted Cruz    17% 

 Marco Rubio   25%  

 None of the above  15% 

It should be noted that this poll was conducted prior to the GOP New Hampshire debate. 
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February 7, 2016 

Photos by TCC Staff 

Town Criers Make Their 
160th Appearance 
The Town Criers, a Committee of the St. Augustine Tea Party, have been engaging 
the public in the historic district of St. Augustine, Florida since 2011. February 6, 
2016 marked their 160th appearance. The Town Criers report that the outing was 
special because of the participation of Carla Daniels and her identical twin 
daughters. It was their first appearance as Town Criers. The photogenic twins and their Mom caught the 
attention of the public. They were a big hit with the public. Although, there was one distressed left winger 
who was critical of using young people for political activities. The left likes to believe that they own the 
children of this nation. Through the school system, these Marxists believe it is their right to transform 
America’s children without interference.  When parents instill positive patriotic values, it upsets them. 
“Parents are responsible for setting values for their children; it is not the government’s function. The most 
recent attack on our children comes from the teaching technique known as “Common Core”. Its presence in 
our educational system is nothing shy of child abuse,” a Town Crier spokesman said. 
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Cubans Responding to 
Communism 
Large numbers of Cuban-Americans visit the historic district of St. 
Augustine, Florida. Most of them reside in Miami and make a weekend 
vacation in St. Augustine. The Town Criers, a committee of the St. 
Augustine Tea Party, have engaged, perhaps, as many as a 1000 Cuban-
Americans over the past five years. No one is more fiercely anti-Communist 
in America then the Cubans. Any sign Town Criers may be carrying that 
includes the word Communist invokes an immediate response. 

So it was with the sign pictured on the left. A Cuban American profusely 
thanked the Town Crier contingency for their courage to express the truth. 
He said, “I know what I’m talking about. I was in one of Castro’s jails for 
seven years for opposing him. I’m lucky they didn’t kill me. Watch out for 
Bernie Sanders. He is a communist” 
                                                                                                                                                                       Photos by TCC Staff 

Marco Rubio avoids the term Communist 
Rubio is the only Cuban-American the Town Criers have ever met, who avoids the word Communist. [Rubio 
was a featured speaker at numerous SATP rallies in 2010 when he was pretending to be a Tea Party candidate] 
At the New Hampshire GOP debate, Rubio repeatedly used the now famous politically correct, memorized 
response,  “Lets dispel this notion that Barack Obama doesn’t know what he is doing; he knows exactly what 
he’s doing…. This is a President that is trying to change this country.” If it had been from the heart, and not a 
preprogrammed response, he would’ve used language like that of his fellow Cuban-Americans. He would’ve 
called Obama what he is, a Communist. Obama is not someone just trying to change the country; he is a 
Communist. “The whole narrative of Rubio’s campaign may have changed. He would be crowding Trump off 
the television networks. But alas, he is a Republican establishment candidate, doomed to the scrape pile of 

the failed Bush-Rove agenda,” the Town Criers suggested.   

The signs shown here were seen for the first time on St. George Street on 
February 6, 2016. The sign states, “The Goal of Socialism is Communism”. This is 
a quote attributed to Vladimir Lenin. A digital sign has been a part of the Town 
Crier Committee Report for many years; it appears on the last page of the 
report each month. The reverse of the street sign reads, “Communists Kill their 
Opponents”. The Town Criers plan to use this sign to awaken the young people 
who are being taught the Communist utopia without understanding that 291 
million people have been murdered, in the 20th century alone, in an effort to 
cover up the failed ideology. 
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February 9, 2016 

Debra 
Maynard 
Addresses a 
Full House at 
SATP’s Open 
Meeting 
Debra Maynard is running for                                                                                                                Photos by TCC Staff 
Sheriff of St. Johns County, Florida. A strong grass roots movement has been obtaining signed petitions for 
Maynard’s campaign for the past several months, in large part, to support Maynard in her drive to clean up 
the corruption in St. John's County.  
Former Deputy Debra Maynard was one of the first responding deputies in the O'Connell and Banks case and 
does not agree with the current Sheriff, that Michelle committed suicide. Maynard has been seen on 
Frontline, Dr. Phil, and Dateline and on the front page of the New York Times. Deputy Maynard was fired by 
Sheriff Shoar when she refused to say "I don't recall" about another case in question. Deputy Maynard 
indicates that the thin blue line has been up ever since to stall, obfuscate, confuse the facts and ignore and 
distort evidence in the O'Connell case.  

Recently the body of Michelle was exhumed at the request of the family. Investigator Clu Wright and the 
family have not yet released the report. In support of the O’Connell’s and their search for justice in the violent 
death of their beloved daughter, Michelle; and leading the charge to get an honest resolution to this nationally 
known case, is former Deputy Debra Maynard.  

Candidate Maynard said she is going to clean up the St. Johns County Sheriff’s office which she claims is ‘top 
heavy’. Also, she promised to open up a score of other ‘cold cases’ of so called ‘suicides’. Over 150,000 
signatures were presented to the officials to re-open this case.  

A lively question and answer secession followed Former Deputy Maynard’s introduction. Dave Heimbold, SATP 
Media Chairman got right to the heart of the matter by asking: “Why are so many Deputies’ girlfriends 
committing ‘suicide’ these days?” Former Deputy Maynard artfully answered the question by pointing to the 
problem of domestic violence. In fact, the day Michelle met her violent death she had told her family that she 
was ‘leaving’ the relationship. 

Those interested in supporting Debra Maynard can find her site at www.votedebramaynard.com 

 

file:///C:/Users/Lance/Documents/www.votedebramaynard.com
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February 13, 2016 

SATP Chairman Questions “Hands Up Don’t 
Shoot Issue” 
in Oregon 
“Hands up don’t shoot” was the 
rallying call for the anarchists, 
and the communist 
demonstrators in Ferguson, 
Missouri. The phrase went 
nationwide over a month long 
period; it did not matter that it 
was based on falsehood. 
Members of the “Occupy Wall 
Street”, now re-titled “Black 
Lives Matter”, received full media attention over                                                                                 Photos by TCC Staff 
Michael Brown’s death.                                                                 

An American Defending the Constitution Gunned Down in Oregon 
“Now, there has been a killing. Robert “LaVoy” Finicum was gunned down by three Federal Agents while he 
had his hands up. This family man from Arizona had his hands up when he was shot the first time. Hands come 
down as two more shooters put two additional rounds in him as he fell to the ground,” Lance Thate, Chairman 
of the SATP, said at an open meeting on February 9, 2016.  “We have a video of the incident that was released 
by the FBI. It was taken from a helicopter. The video shows a van en route coming to a barricade. The van tries 
to avoid the barricade by going around it. Deep snow on the shoulder of the road stalls the vehicle. LaVoy 
Finicum exits the vehicle with his hands up. Contrast this with the Ferguson incident where Brown’s hands 
were down, Brown had assaulted the officer and yet the media covered “Hands Up. Don’t Shoot” for weeks” 
http://conservativevideos.com/fbi-releases-graphic-video-of-oregon-protesters-death-see-what-he-did-right-
before-being-shot/. The video shows Finicum standing in three feet of snow, you make no sudden moves in 3 
feet of snow, with no gun showing. Victoria Sharp, who was in the van, reports that they repeatedly asked for 
the Sheriff because the Federal law enforcement agents had fired upon them and the Bundy group did not feel 
safe. Sharp disclosed that three shots were fired when Finicum was standing and three more after he was on 
the ground. Sharp made the assertion that no one in their group ever drew their weapons or fired a shot.  
According to Sharp, over 120 rounds were discharged by the Feds. She maintains that there were many agents 
in the woods, with some of them in the trees. http://www.wnd.com/wnd_video/eyewitness-account-of-fbi-
shooting-lavoy-finicum/ La Voy Finicum and the people with him were ambushed while driving on a remote 
road, en-route to a peaceful meeting, on the invitation of law enforcement. Law enforcement claims that they 
had stopped them for a routine traffic incident and that they were shot while attempting to escape arrest. The 
media seems quick to accept this explanation. “People who uphold the Constitution, don’t matter,” Chairman, 
Thate observed.  

http://conservativevideos.com/fbi-releases-graphic-video-of-oregon-protesters-death-see-what-he-did-right-before-being-shot/
http://conservativevideos.com/fbi-releases-graphic-video-of-oregon-protesters-death-see-what-he-did-right-before-being-shot/
http://www.wnd.com/wnd_video/eyewitness-account-of-fbi-shooting-lavoy-finicum/
http://www.wnd.com/wnd_video/eyewitness-account-of-fbi-shooting-lavoy-finicum/
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Communists and Anarchists 
Supported 
Constitutionalists are declared 
Terrorists  
Newsmax aired a one hour, Dennis Michael Lynch documentary yesterday, 
covering the Bundy’s standoff in Nevada in 2014. Dennis Michael Lynch was 
on the front lines during the protest covering the event. The video shows Ammon Bundy engaging a Bureau of 
Land Management (BLM) official. The BLM bureaucrat, who claimed to be the agent in charge, was dressed in 
combat gear with the word police emblazoned across a bullet proof vest. The constitutionalists refuse to 
recognize the authority of this so-called law enforcement officer, because the federal government has no 
constitutional authority to own 90% of the State of Nevada. In the backdrop, the Gadsden flag of resistance 
and the American flag were proudly flying. The Bundy’s won the standoff in 2014. Communists and anarchists 
are permitted to occupy the Wisconsin Capital Building. They desecrated the interior, with impunity. 
Constitutionalists occupy an insignificant building in the wilderness, and they are prosecuted. The communists 
in Washington DC do not forget. 

Constitutionalists Arrested with 
More Arrests Threatened 
On Thursday, February 11, 2016, Cliven Bundy, 74 was arrested in Portland, Oregon by FBI agents. The Nevada 
rancher was charged Thursday with six federal felonies: including conspiracy, use of a deadly weapon, 
obstruction of justice and extortion. In addition the last four people  occupying the Malheur National Wildlife 
Refuge were arrested on the same charges. Radio show host, Pete Santilli, who covered the wildlife 
occupation as a citizen journalist, was also arrested on felony conspiracy charges.  
 
Jason Van Tatenhove, media director for Oathkeepers, reports that 68 warrants against Americans who stood 
alongside Cliven Bundy in Nevada in 2014 exist. Some of the people who were at the Bundy Ranch were also in 
Ferguson, Missouri. It looks like the FBI is starting to clamp down on people and journalists who support the 
Constitution. The Constitution does not give the federal government the authority to hold vast amounts of 
land in the West. The Constitution provides for 10 square miles for the capital and such ports and forts as the 
states may request. Stewart Rhodes, the founder of Oath Keepers, has been critical of the Oregon occupation. 
Whether the Bundy’s activities in Oregon or the Hammond’s reluctance to join the effort was right or wrong, is 
not the question. The question is whether we are going to defend our Constitutional Republic. Kris Anne Hall 
makes the call to action: https://youtu.be/T424sWq1SkE 

http://talknetwork.com/
https://www.oathkeepers.org/author/jason/
https://youtu.be/T424sWq1SkE
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February 18, 2016 

Open Letter to Pam 

Bondi 

Dear Madam Attorney General,                                                     Pam Bondi 

"You wouldn’t be such a tease if you were being properly f*****."  

This quote is from the Beautiful Bastard, a 2015 summer reading list 

recommended for Collier, Lee and Marion County Public School 

children, beginning with 6th graders. Because the school districts 

select summer reading material from the same list, this book and 

others like it, have potentially been recommended in other counties 

throughout the state.  

Beautiful Bastard. Lauren, Christina. New York: Gallery Books, 

2013. Amazon. “He leaned close enough to bite my shoulder, 

whispering, “You f****** tease.” Unable to get close enough, I 

quickened my pace on his zipper, shoving his pants and his boxers to 

the floor. I gave his c*** a hard squeeze, feeling him pulse against my 

palm. He forced my skirt up my thighs and pushed me back on the 

conference table.  Before I could utter a single word, he took hold of 

my ankles, grabbed his c***, and took a step forward, thrusting deep 

inside me. I couldn’t even be horrified by the loud moan I let out – he 

felt better than anything. “What’s that?” he hissed through his 

clenched teeth, his hips slapping against my thighs, driving him deep 

inside. “Never been f***** like this before, have you? You wouldn’t 

Photo by TCC Staff                                         be such a tease if you were being properly f*****.”                                     

On February 12, 2013 the New Your Times called Beautiful Bastard, the #1 international bestsellers, an erotic 

romance. The inside cover of the book identifies a series of titles for the young reader. These titles include 

Beautiful Stranger, Beautiful Bitch, Beautiful Bombshell, Beautiful Player and Beautiful Beginnings. The inside 

cover also recommends the Wild Seasons series which includes Sweet Filthy Boy and Dirty Rowdy Thing. 

Local school boards and elected officials throughout the state have turned a blind eye to objections to this 

pornographic material. The news media has received this material time and again and still no film at eleven or 

front page news.  It appears their norm has become books that glorifies teen sex as standard practice.  Or 

perhaps the media does not report because government regulations prevent them from saying or printing 

titillating pornographic words and material. 

Providing or recommending age inappropriate erotic material to public school children is quite simply 

distribution of pornography.  

This material violates the intent, if not the letter of FS 847.011. I respectfully request your immediate 

action to stop Florida public school districts from recommending and/or distributing pornography. I also 

request you follow up with an investigation to determine how pornography has made its way into the 

public schools of the great state of Florida. 

 

Respectfully, Kelly Lorbeer St. Johns, FL  
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February 23, 2016 
 

The Truth 
about Media 
Fox news, CNN, ABC, CBS and NBC are no longer the dominant news sources in America. The New York Times and the 
Wall Street Journal, staid award winners of the past, no longer satisfy America’s craving for accurate news. The 
Establishment media has been replaced by a new media.  The Internet and the smart phone partner to satisfy 
and deliver a composite of individual agents that provides up to the minute news and information at the push 
of a button. While the new outlet is known for also delivering the outlandish and outrageous, the overall 
composite reveals the truth. Thus, the people’s concerns surface.  

The South Carolina primary revealed the voter’s concerns. Trump won 45 of 46 counties. Only one county 
went for Marco Rubio. South Carolina’s Sumter County, home to the State Capital, was the only county to vote 
for the GOP establishment candidate Rubio. Nikki Haley, the current governor of South Carolina, ran as a Tea 
Party candidate and won after receiving Sarah Palin’s endorsement. It’s troubling that, Governor Haley 
endorsed Rubio, the establishment candidate.   

Going forward, all eyes are on Florida where the Florida Governor, Rick Scott, and the junior Senator Marco 
Rubio both ran as Tea Party candidates and were elected.  While to date Governor Scott has not endorsed a 
presidential candidate, both of these men and Governor Haley have submitted to the GOP party bosses. They 
have betrayed the people who elected them into office. “The GOP and Hillary have something in common. The 
people do not trust them,” according to Lance Thate Chairman of the St. Augustine Tea Party (SATP).  

The SATP is a media driven Tea Party and has and is dedicated to do its part, according to Chairman Thate. 
Between their website and their published newsletter, they reach approximately 50,000 people per month. 
“Our Town Criers reach an additional ten thousand people on each outing if you consider the face-to-face 
encounters and Facebook,” Thate said. The Town Criers are a committee of the SATP which engage the public 
directly in the streets of St. Augustine, Florida. The historic district attracts several million visitors per year. 

The newsletter came into existence after its editor attended an Andrew Breitbart event in Orlando, Florida in 
2011. Mr. Breitbart held up a cell phone and declared that, “The new media is the people and the Internet and 
the videos they take.” Thate took him seriously. To those who are aware, there is a great upheaval taking 
place in this 2016 election. Those who have been in power for so long and those who make their living by 
supporting them are lost. They do not understand the new media mechanism. Jeb Bush spent $130 million 
dollars on his campaign, according to the New York Times, and was forced to withdraw from lack of interest. 
Even though the TV networks and the press suggested that Jeb Bush was a great conservative leader. “The 
truth of the matter is that the American people are angered and they will no longer accept the “New World 
Order” model.   The new media is telling the story,” Thate said. 
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February 27, 2016 

The 
People’s 
Choice 
St. George Street Poll 
Results                                                                                        Photos by TCC Staff 

The St. Augustine Tea Party (SATP) has been conducting polls in the historic district of St. Augustine, Florida for 
the past year. The demographic is national and is face-to-face random selection. The sample is continually 
changing and represents people from across the country. On February 27, 2016, the public was asked to 
choose between Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton; the results are as follows: 

 Donald Trump   57% 

 Hillary Clinton   21% 

 Neither   22% 

The People are Choosing 
This may be the first election since 1980 that the American voting public is actually asserting itself. Reagan’s 
election was at the insistence of the electorate; it was not the GOP’s decision. The nominating process was a 
compromise with the injection of George Walker Bush his and New World Order cabinet members. Reagan did 
not enjoy complete autonomy because of funding issues.  
Recently, Sen. Sessions, speaking to Trump as he endorsed him said, “This is not a campaign; it is a 
movement.”  The movement started with the Tea Party and it is culminating in Americans seeing themselves 
differently. “Starting in around January 2012, the mood of the people has become increasingly more 
independent and moving away from the established party loyalty. Our Town Criers have been engaging in the 
public since the beginning. Our volunteers have witnessed the gradual change,” according to David Heimbold 
SATP Media Chairman. It explains the Donald Trump’s phenomena. It’s not so much being Republican or 
Democrat; the people are standing up as Americans. Both parties endorse a policy embraced by the New 
World order. The focus is on international control, establishing elite governing bodies, international banking 
and the world based corporations. All at the expense of national interests. This is not where the American 
people wish to go. It appears that Americans are taking charge and making the choice.                                                               
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WE LIVE IN THE LAND OF THE FREE ONLY BECAUSE OF THE BRAVE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Important Notice: those who receive this publication by Email: You will continue to receive this Report at the end of the month; this publication is now on the 
Saint Augustine Tea Party Website.  Individual articles are being posted as they occur. Also archived issues with indexes are available on the Website. For Historic 

City News readers the Town Crier Committee Report is available by clicking the SATP link on their page or go to www.saintaugustineteaparty.org 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There is a Revolution going on. Come join the Counter Resistance.  Stand up for 
individual Liberty. 
Come join us! We are a small Committee with many tasks to do to preserve Liberty. We are blessed to see the 
awakening of America.     

 Lance L. Thate, 

 Town Crier Committee Chairman 

Editor and Publisher of the Town Crier Committee Report  
lancethate@Gmail.com 

I WANT 

YOUR 

LIBERTY 

DEFEND 

LIBERTY 
PLEASE SEND YOUR DONATIONS TO: 

 SAINT AUGUSTINE TEA Party  

PO BOX 4063 ST. AUGUSTINE FL 

32085 

    Donations are not currently deductable. 

 

       Donations 

are not currently deductable. 

 

                                             

The Goal of Socialism is 

Communism 
 

http://www.saintaugustineteaparty.org/

